HELEN KAMINSKI HAT THE ONE TO WEAR AT WINTERTHUR POINT-TO-POINT

WINTERTHUR, DELAWARE—Attend Winterthur’s 37th annual steeplechase May 3 in chic yet casual style wearing this year’s official Point-to-Point hat: the Villa 6 by Helen Kaminski.

The Villa 6 is a lovingly crocheted bucket hat crafted from supple, sumptuous, all-natural Madagascar raffia. Each hat includes Helen Kaminski’s trademark silver leaf logo. It was chosen from their newly released Spring 2015 line because it is hip and can be dressed up for Point-to-Point with an accent flower or decoration. Yet it is versatile, practical, and stylish to wear all summer on the beach to protect you from the sun.

The official hat of Point-to-Point will be available at a Trunk Show that runs from 11 am to 3 pm April 16 at the Greenville boutique Houppette, 3842 Kennett Pike in Powder Mill Square. Price of the hat: $220.

“The Villa 6 is cool and convenient because it’s roll-able and packable,” said Lizzie Johnson, boutique manager.

The Helen Kaminski brand started a quarter-century ago in Sydney, Australia, and has grown into a leading international label known for its innovative and authentic designs. Celebrities such as Nicole Kidman, Sandra Bullock, and Amal Clooney have all been spotted wearing the distinctive relaxed chic of Helen Kaminski. Visit helenkaminski.com for more information.

The Winterthur Point-to-Point has long been the region’s most stylish spring sporting event. Henry Francis du Pont’s former 1,000-acre estate will be bustling with horse races, carriage parades, kids’ events, festive tailgating, and much more.

Tickets and parking passes are available in advance only, online at from winterthur.org, or by phone at 800.448.3883 or 302.888.4600. No tickets will be mailed after April 24. Races run rain or shine. No refunds.

Point-to-Point is presented by Glenmede. Winterthur also thanks the following sponsors: Dogfish Head, Capital One, Delaware Valley Land Rover Retailers, and Intercollegiate Studies Institute. Land Rover is the Official Vehicle of Point-to-Point.

This event benefits the continued maintenance and preservation of the garden and estate at Winterthur.

Please visit winterthur.org/ptp or contact us at ptp@winterthur.org for more information.
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